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The Enioanatomy of Channels of Subtle Bodies
For the most part, the presented enioanatomical information related to channels and
channel systems of subtle bodies has never been published before. The book, for the first time,
provides a detailed description of Sushumna, Merudanda, Ida, Pingala, star channels, meridians,
meridian biologically active points, microchannels, anastomotic junctions and subultrachannel
networks, their functions, functional potential and their significance for human beings and much
more. The channel system has been introduced and analyzed as an integral structure of subtle
bodies which is responsible for the generation of universal, specific and highly specific energyinformational bioplasms and which facilitates formation of the energy-informational basis for
versatile, balanced, harmonious and universal development of one's subtle bodies as well as one's
spiritual and paranormal abilities. The channel system of subtle bodies can considerably expand,
deepen and improve the effectiveness of enio-reflexive therapy and healing.
The author addresses the methods applied in the development of channels and channel
systems, spiritual and PSI development, PSI-based healing, biolocation and out-of-body projection,
based on in-depth enioanatomical knowledge of human subtle bodies. Subtle bodies have been
presented as the energy-informational basis for eniological disciplines engaged in human research
and the book also provides a topic-based study guide aimed at enhancing personal knowledge of the
enioanatomy of subtle bodies.
The monograph will be especially useful to reflexologists, physicians, healers, eniologists,
psychologists, psychotronics, parapsychologists, spiritual teachers, pedagogues, educators, coaches,
theologians, individuals trained in PSI abilities and PSI healing, professionals engaged in different
eniological fields, especially enioanatomy, enio-physiology, enio-medicine, enio-psychology, eniopedagogy and enio-spiritual education and development, as well as to anyone interested in
developing their subtle bodies, spirituality and PSI faculties.
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Author's Note
Meridians were mentioned in Chinese teachings of acupuncture as early as in the 3rd
century B.C. Sushumna, Merudanda, Ida and Pingala were addressed in metaphysical and
esoteric teachings of ancient India, in ancient Tibetan manuscripts and, at the turn of our
era, also in Agni Yoga. The existence of the right and left star channels was discovered
towards the end of the 20th century by the academician A. Ignatenko. Throughout history,
people have not been able to acquire and systematize sufficient enioanatomical knowledge
about meridians, meridian biologically active points, Sushumna, Merudanda, Ida, Pingala,
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anastomotic junctions, star channels, subultrachannel networks, integral channel systems
and autonomous channel systems of human subtle bodies. Any information concerning the
anatomy, functional anatomy, and enioanatomy of human subtle body channels is still
relevant and, at the same time, incomplete. Such a state of affairs hinders, and in many
respects completely prevents, further research into these topics, development of new eniotechniques of reflexive therapy based on the channel enioanatomy, and versatile, balanced,
harmonious and universal development of one's subtle bodies, spiritual consciousness and
PSI faculties. The lack of information about the enioanatomical base of channels,
microchannels, ultrachannels, subultrachannels, subultrachannel networks and channel
systems leads to incorrect explanation of their functions and functional significance,
inability to present the mechanisms involved in the formation of blockages in the energyinformational substance transportation system, and ignorance of mechanisms associated
with the purification of channels from biopathogenic, non-identical, used, anti-spiritual and
other extrinsic energy-informational substances and impedes the development of
techniques necessary for further improvement, correction and normalization of individual
channels and the channel system as a whole.
The enioanatomy of subtle body channels and channel systems is much more complex
than what has been recognized in this regard by science to date. The channel system
reveals invaluable information concerning human beings and their bodies, characteristics,
attributes, abilities, functions and functional potential, the Earth, biosphere, noosphere,
the Universe and the past, present and future. It contains microparticles, light, energy,
energy-informational substances, universal, specific and highly specific vital energyinformational bioplasms and a great deal of unfamiliar phenomena and provides some vital
questions dealing with, for example: the integration of information, microparticles, light
and energy; the forms and structures created as a result of integration of information and
light, information and energy or light and energy; the manner in which energyinformational substances and bioplasms are formed within subultrachannel networks; the
symmetry between information, microparticles, light, energy, energy-informational
substances and bioplasms; the symmetry between universal, specific and highly specific
vital energy-informational bioplasms; the enioanatomy of Sushumna, Merudanda, Ida,
Pingala, star channels and meridians; the structure of meridian biologically active points;
the significance of development of channels and channel systems of human subtle bodies;
the manner in which development of subtle body channels and channel systems affects
one's spirituality and PSI faculties; and the benefits the enioanatomy of subtle body
channels and channel systems can provide to eniology, enio-anatomy, enio-physiology, eniomedicine, enio-psychology, enio-pedagogy and a variety of enio-methods. The enioanatomy
of channels and channel systems of human subtle bodies is able to provide satisfactory and
detailed answers not only to the aforementioned questions but also to much more complex
and vital issues.
Thorough enioanatomical knowledge of channels and the channel system is key to
balanced interdisciplinary development of all eniological disciplines engaged in the study of
humans in relation to their social, biological, medicinal, psychological, educational,
informational, information-energetic, spiritual, psychic and other needs. Enioanatomy of
the channel system provides information which is essential for the introduction of new eniomethods aimed at developing individual channels, meridian biologically active points and
the channel system, at energy-informational purification, normalization and optimization of
processes involved in the distribution of energy-informational information between
structures of subtle bodies, between subtle bodies and between subtle bodies and the
physical body, ensuring versatile, balanced, harmonious and universal development of one's
subtle bodies, characteristics, attributes, abilities, spirituality and PSI faculties.
Enioanatomy of the channel system facilitates an extensive modification of existing and
development of new methods pertaining to:
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 enio-anatomical, enio-physiological, enio-medicinal, enio-pedagogical, eniopsychological, enio-spiritual and other eniological spheres of one's life;
 versatile, harmonious, balanced and universal development of channels, meridians,
meridian biologically active points, anastomotic junctions, subultrachannel networks,
autonomous channel systems and the channel system of subtle bodies;
 formation of an energy-informational basis, in subultrachannel networks, for the
development, improvement and manifestation of one's spirituality, inner qualities
and PSI faculties;
 attainment of structure-functional status of the channel system which facilitates
universal development of chakras and subtle bodies;
 enio-reflexive therapy, regeneration, physiotherapy, and convalescence;
 integrating development of the channel system, meridian biologically active points,
anastomotic junctions, subultrachannel networks, chakras, and inner and outer
sheaths of subtle bodies;
 energy-informational purification of the channel system, Sushumna, Merudanda,
Ida, Pingala, star channels, meridians, meridian biologically active points,
anastomotic junctions, subultrachannel networks, energy-informational identity,
homeostasis and immunity, preservation of energy-informational identity, etc;
 enioanatomical monitoring, assessment, prognosis, diagnoses and practical
management of the structure, topography and functions of the channel system and
individual channels;
 early prevention of energy-informational overload, contamination and blockages and
accumulation of biopathogenic and anti-spiritual energy-informational substances
within the channel system;
 normalization of functional deficiency, structural disorders and pathologies,
topographic defects and structure-functional asymmetry between channels and
individual subtle bodies and their structures.
Versatile development of subtle bodies and their structures, chakras in particular, is
not possible without a fully developed channel system. The channel system must, therefore,
be prepared and developed prior to attempting to develop one's subtle bodies and chakras.
Failing to do this will hinder one's ability to achieve universal development of subtle bodies,
chakras, spirituality and PSI faculties.
The contents of the Enioanatomy of Subtle Body Channels monograph provide a
unique opportunity to study the enioanatomy of the channel system, to grasp its true
significance and to realize the potential and appreciate the practical application of
enioanatomical knowledge in a wide range of spheres and aspects of human life. The
enioanatomy of the channel system is ready to become the basis for the monitoring,
assessment, prognosis, diagnoses, scientific research and acquisition of in-depth
information about the channel system as well as the techniques, methods and tools of its
development and improvement, including its potential application in the process of one's
healing, regeneration, rehabilitation and convalescence.
Precise enioanatomical knowledge of the channel system is key to the universal
development of subtle bodies, development of reflexive therapy, development of new, highly
effective methods of reflexive therapy, one's spiritual, inner, paranormal and divine
development, preservation of good health, active life and longevity. Enioanatomical
knowledge of the channel system will allow human beings to become fully aware of the
functions of the channel system and the potential it holds, as well as of the steps to take in
order to become versatile, harmonious, healthy, highly spiritual and proficient in PSI
faculties.
The Enioanatomy of Subtle Body Channels monograph greatly contributes to
enioanatomy becoming a scientific discipline and an integral part of the curriculum at all
9

levels of education, especially in the training of physicians, reflexologists, physiotherapists,
enio-anatomists, enio-physiologists, enio-psychologists, enio-pedagogues, healers, eniotherapists and a range of other specialists. The time has come for enioanatomical
knowledge to be incorporated into the fundaments of enio-pedagogy, enio-psychology, eniophysiology, enio-medicine, informational medicine and of other eniological disciplines
engaged in human research.
The channel system of subtle bodies holds many secrets about man. Its functional
potential has not yet been tapped into and it has yet to become the basis of various
innovative informational, information-energetic and energy-informational techniques
designed to integrate one's education, development, improvement, healing, regeneration,
rehabilitation and reconditioning. Therefore, I appeal to all of you who can appreciate the
true significance of the enioanatomy of the channel system to study and research it and to
endeavour to create new techniques for its further development and improvement.
Anatoliy Leonidovitch Vasylchuk
29. 1. 2013
Lviv, Ukraine, Hodonín, the Czech Republic

Foreword
The Enioanatomy of Subtly Body Channels monograph is a logical follow-up to
everything that has ever been written on the subject of the channel system, individual
channels and microchannels. The book begins with the Author's note, which is followed by a
Foreword and an enioanatomical description of Sushumna, Merudanda, Ida, Pingala, star
channels, meridians and their systems of energy-informational channels. The following
section deals with development methodologies applicable to the channel system and its
individual channels, spiritual and paranormal development, PSI healing, biolocation and
out-of-body projection. Subtle bodies have been presented as the energy-informational basis
of eniological disciplines engaged in human research. Each chapter is carefully structured,
starting with theoretical reasoning and concluded with a list of topical questions. The
concluding part of the book provides a topic-based study guide aimed at enhancing personal
knowledge of the enioanatomy of subtle bodies, followed by an Index and Bibliography. The
enioanatomy of the channel system has been described in generally accepted and
recognized terminology.
Individual channels and their autonomous channels systems are presented in
identical format. In many instances, the same sentence is used repeatedly, only with a
different conclusion which, however, significantly alters its meaning. This is to emphasize
the similarities and differences that exist between individual channels and autonomous
channel systems. The study of the enioanatomy of channels and the channel system is
thereby greatly facilitated. This approach is based on the fact that each major channel
comprises a set of microchannels branching out of the cone tips of primary, vital and the
majority of function-sustaining chakras, microchannels branching off of inner and outer
sheaths of all subtle bodies, microchannels branching off of sheaths of subtle structures,
individual Sushumna, Merudanda, Ida, Pingala, star, meridian, sheath, chakra and
composite microchannels, intra-channel and extra-channel microchannels, ultrachannels
and subultrachannels, including their interconnections and integration with the base,
complementary and intrinsic channel structures. Major and medium-sized channels form
autonomous channel systems which are further divided into subsystems and
subultrasystems that feature both identical and distinct enioanatomy. The structure,
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architecture, topography, function, functional potential and specific significance of each
channel and autonomous channel system have not been thoroughly researched.
The extensive information content of some sentences is due to the informational
saturation and the multitude of implications, interrelations, interdependencies and
interactions existing between individual channels, microchannels, channel systems,
subsystems and subultrasystems involved in the transportation, distribution and exchange
of energy-informational substances, as well as in the generation of vital energyinformational bioplasms and substances. Sentences of this type reveal highly specific
enioanatomical topics, issues, directions, attributes, functions and practical significance of
channels and the channel system and constitute a logically completed enioanatomical unit.
Important words or phrases have been highlighted in bold letters to facilitate the
assimilation of the presented enioanatomical information and to clarify the content and
essence of specific enioanatomical topics. Key enioanatomical information contained in
individual sentences has been presented in bold letters. Accentuation and highlighting of
main points of relevance significantly accelerates the learning process and facilitates
revision of the topic, focus on main points, orientation within the text and holistic
assimilation of the enioanatomical material.
For the most part, the presented enioanatomical information related to channels and
channel systems of subtle bodies has never been published before. The book, for the first
time, provides a detailed description of Sushumna, Sushumna channel system, Merudanda,
Ida, Pingala, the Merudanda channel system, the Ida channels system, the Pingala channel
system, the Merudanda-Ida-Pingala channel system, star channels, the star system, the
right star channel, the right-star channel system, the left star channel, the left-star channel
system, meridians, meridian biologically active points, meridian systems, microchannels,
anastomotic junctions and subultrachannel networks. The author introduces new methods
to be applied in the development of channels, in spiritual and PSI development, PSI-based
healing, biolocation and out-of-body projection, based on an in-depth enioanatomical
knowledge.
The text is accompanied by colour illustrations which essentially make the presented
information more concrete. The individual images facilitate the study of the enioanatomy of
channels and channel systems, both in connection with the text and separately, by helping
the reader to form a clear picture of what the enioanatomy of individual chakras,
microchannels and channel systems actually is and to develop correct enioanatomical
thinking. The illustrations of all channels and channel system structures are rendered in
their actual colours. A red colour represents channel structures of the red chakra subtle
body only, orange – the orange subtle body, azure blue – the azure blue subtle body, violet –
the violet subtle body and so on and so forth with respect to all of the remaining bodies. The
colour carries an informational and didactic significance, represents objective physical
characteristics and facilitates interpretation, which makes the study more tangible.
Individual illustrations depict the forms, structures, sequence of arrangement, and the
mutual positions of channel structures and their architecture.
A particular attention should be paid to the questions that follow each chapter and to
the topic-based study guide designed to facilitate the assimilation of the enioanatomy of
channels and channel systems of subtle bodies. The questions help the student to become
familiar with individual topics of the study programme and to realize the potential the
enioanatomy of the channel system holds for oneself. Furthermore, they emphasize the true
personal significance of the channels and the channel system. The topic-based study guide
and the topic-relevant questions have been structured so that they can be readily
incorporated into any educational system adopted in various spiritual schools, courses or
seminars aimed at expanding human knowledge of anatomy and enioanatomy, at
developing subtle bodies and at mastering effective methods of education, development,
improvement, healing, regeneration, rehabilitation, reconditioning, occupational training
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and socialization on the enioanatomical basis of subtle bodies. The guide and questions can
be used to develop additional highly specific plans for the study of subtle body enioanatomy
compatible with a given educational system. The study guide and the topic-based questions
allow the reader to realize the extent of human enioanatomy and its significance for all
eniological disciplines and oneself.
The text together with all illustrations constitute an informational basis for the
study of the enioanatomy of channels and the channel system and for the development of
subtle bodies, which in turn allows an extensive and in-depth research into the
enioanatomy of the channel system. The structured form, enioanatomical illustrations, the
index, the topic-based study guide and the questions facilitate a high-quality individual
study of channels and channel systems of subtle bodies, easy navigation within the book
and fast retrieval of the required information for practical application and review.
With the knowledge presented in the book, one can develop innovative ways and
methods of creating the enioanatomical basis necessary for further development of oneself,
one's bodies, characteristics, attributes, abilities, functions, functional potential,
spirituality and PSI faculties.
Knowledge of the enioanatomy of channels and the channel system of subtle bodies
enables one to conduct expert analyses, to systematically evaluate and to draw valid
conclusions from the known techniques, methods and means of one's eniological, eniopedagogical, enio-spiritual and PSI-based upbringing, education, development and
improvement.
The channel system is in a state of continuous functioning, transports and
redistributes energy-informational substances between subtle bodies and their structures,
provides subtle bodies with energy-informational substances, conducts inner and outer
energy-informational exchanges and forms universal, specific and highly specific vital
energy-informational bioplasms. It is, therefore, essential to study and research the
structures, forms, inner architecture, topography, functions and functional potential of
channels and the channel system of subtle bodies and their changes occurring during
phylogenetic and ontogenetic development from the perspective of energy-informational
requirements of subtle bodies and the development and functioning of oneself, including
one's characteristics, attributes, abilities, spirituality and PSI-based qualities.
The Enioanatomy of Subtle Body Channels monograph represents an important step
forward in seeking to have enioanatomy recognized as a legitimate field of study and a
scientific discipline.
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For the most part, the presented enioanatomical information related to channels and
channel systems of subtle bodies has never been published before. The book, for the first
time, provides a detailed description of Sushumna, Merudanda, Ida, Pingala, star channels,
meridians, meridian biologically active points, microchannels, anastomotic junctions and
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subultrachannel networks, their functions, functional potential and their significance for
human beings and much more. The channel system has been introduced and analyzed as
an integral structure of subtle bodies which is responsible for the generation of universal,
specific and highly specific energy-informational bioplasms and which facilitates formation
of the energy-informational basis for versatile, balanced, harmonious and universal
development of one's subtle bodies as well as one's spiritual and paranormal abilities. The
channel system of subtle bodies can considerably expand, deepen and improve the
effectiveness of enio-reflexive therapy and healing.
The author addresses the methods applied in the development of channels and
channel systems, spiritual and PSI development, PSI-based healing, biolocation and out-ofbody projection, based on in-depth enioanatomical knowledge of human subtle bodies.
Subtle bodies have been presented as the energy-informational basis for eniological
disciplines engaged in human research and the book also provides a topic-based study guide
aimed at enhancing personal knowledge of the enioanatomy of subtle bodies.
The monograph will be especially useful to reflexologists, physicians, healers,
eniologists, psychologists, psychotronics, parapsychologists, spiritual teachers, pedagogues,
educators, coaches, theologians, individuals trained in PSI abilities and PSI healing,
professionals engaged in different eniological fields, especially enioanatomy, eniophysiology, enio-medicine, enio-psychology, enio-pedagogy and enio-spiritual education and
development, as well as to anyone interested in developing their subtle bodies, spirituality
and PSI faculties.
1st Edition
© Anatoliy Vasylchuk 2014
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The monograph is intended to facilitate:
the study of enioanatomy of Sushumna, Merudanda, Ida, Pingala, star channels, nose,
eye and ear channels, meridians, meridian biologically active points, anastomotic
junctions, microchannels, subultrachannel networks and the channel system;
the development of highly specific enioanatomical thinking;
the recognition of the enioanatomical essence of the channel system of one's subtle
bodies;
the revelation of the structure, form, architecture, topography, function and functional
potential of individual channels, microchannels, meridians, autonomous channels
systems and the channels system;
appreciation of the practical significance the channel system enioanatomy has for the
development of subtle bodies, the formation of vital energy-informational bioplasms and
substances, and the development of one's characteristics, attributes, abilities,
spirituality and PSI faculties;
the incorporation of enioanatomical knowledge about the channel system into new
methods of enioanatomy, enio-reflexology, enio-medicine, enio-psychology, eniopedagogy and other eniodisciplines;
the utilization of enioanatomical information about the channel system in the process of
evaluation, correction, modification and improvement of known enio-techniques,
methods and tools relevant for the development of human beings and their subtle
bodies, spirituality and PSI faculties;
the utilization of enioanatomical information about the channel system for the
elaboration and development of new enioanatomical, enio-psychological and eniopedagogical techniques, methods and tools for versatile, balanced, harmonious and
universal development of subtle bodies and their channel system;
the utilization of enioanatomical information about the channels system which should
be used to elaborate and develop new enio-therapeutic techniques, methods and tools of
preventive medicine, reflexive therapy, medicine for healthy people, healthy lifestyle,
enio-medicine, spiritual medicine and effective treatment of life threatening diseases,
ensuring optimal morphological and functional regeneration, rehabilitation, and
convalescence;
the presentation of enioanatomical information about the channel system of subtle
bodies to further concretize, direct, specify, objectify, maintain and coordinate
concentration, imagination, visualization, active meditation, enioanatomical, eniopsychological and spiritual training in accordance with the enioanatomical standard and
versatile, balanced, harmonious and universal development of subtle bodies, channels
and the channel system;
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•

the utilization of enioanatomical information about the channel system for the
monitoring, evaluation, prognosis, diagnostics, scientific research and acquisition of new
knowledge of the form, structure, architecture, topography, functions, functional
potential and practical significance of the channel system of subtle bodies.
On the whole, the monograph provides unlimited potential for the utilization of
enioanatomical information about the channel system of subtle bodies which is relevant to
their universal development, to the integration of upbringing, education, development,
healing, and regeneration, to the practical implementation of new, highly effective eniotechniques of reflexive therapy, enio-medicine, spiritual and PSI development, and to the
attainment of energy-informational purity of the channel system, energy-informational
identity, homeostasis and immunity of subtle bodies, absolute health, longevity, harmony,
and a life free of pain, suffering, and crises.
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